
Dear friends,

The Ambassadors’ Programme this year has been a wonderful experience. But

don’t just take it from us, take it from them!

“The Christians in Politics training has been nothing short of enlightening
and eye-popping ... for me.”

“What turns the door and moves the needle for me is the little corrections
Andy makes in my speech delivery which when I practice completely

transforms what I say.”

“The homework assignments that Andy gives us are really challenging but
very rewarding. His feedback is invaluable and being gently pushed to step

outside of my comfort zone is just what I need to improve my political
communication skills. I also love the encouragement and interaction from the

other group members”

Which begs the question…

 

Would you like to be part of the next cohort (Oct 2024-Sep 2025) of the

Ambassadors Programme? You will sharpen up your public speaking skills, your

media interview skills and your narrative for public apologetics. If so, initially all

we need is a 2 minute video of you making a speech. 

 

Email us at info@christiansinpolitics.org.uk for more details on the programme ( 5

evening sessions over 12 months) and how to apply. Also please SHARE this with

anyone who you think might benefit, whether they are affiliated with Christians in

Politics or not. It's free!
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Here is a great job opportunity with our sister organisation, Christians in

Parliament.

Bless you all,

The Christians in Politics Team.
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